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Abstract:  We examine the role of demographics on the housing market in the
Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA) using the Mankiw and Weil (1989)
approach. First, we estimate housing demand for each age group in HMA using
cross section data and find that it increases from childhood to the age 70-74
years. This profile differs from those estimated for the US and Sweden. Next, we
construct time series data of housing consumption and demographic housing
demand for HMA in 1962-97. In the latter, we use population statistics and the
results of our cross section analysis. We also estimate a housing price model, but
our main interest is in housing demand which is explained by demographic
demand, real income, user costs of housing and unemployment rate in HMA. One
percent increase in demographic demand leads to almost one percent growth in
total housing demand. Our income elasticity is quite low, about 0.1. Finally, our
cross section and time series results, together with population prognoses, are used
in forecasting housing demand in HMA for the years 1997-2015.
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Tiivistelmä:  Tutkimme väestökehityksen vaikutuksia pääkaupunkiseudun (PKS)
asuntomarkkinoihin Mankiwin ja Weilin (1989) lähestymistavalla. Estimoimme
poikkileikkausaineistosta asuntokysynnän riippuvuuden iästä. Tulosten mukaan
asuntokysyntä kasvaa PKS:lla lapsuudesta aina 70-74 vuotiaaksi asti. Tämä pro-
fiili poikkeaa Yhdysvaltoja ja Ruotsia koskevista profiileista. Seuraavaksi raken-
namme PKS:n asuntokulutuksen ja demografisen asuntokysynnän aikasarjat
vuosille 1962-97, käyttäen väestötilastoja sekä tuloksiamme asuntokysynnän ikä-
riippuvuudesta. Tutkimme myös hintakehitystä, mutta päämielenkiintomme on
asuntokysynnässä, jota selitämme demografisella kysynnällä, reaalituloilla, asu-
misen käyttökustannuksella ja työttömyysasteella PKS:lla. Yhden prosentin kasvu
demografisessa kysynnäsä johtaa liki prosentin kasvuun asuntojen kokonaisky-
synnässä. Estimoitu tulojousto on vain 0,1. Käytämme tuloksiamme ja väestöen-
nusteita myös asuntokysynnän ennakointiin vuosille 1997-2015.

Asiasanat: asuntokysyntä, väestökehitys, Helsinki



Yhteenveto

Tutkimme väestökehityksen vaikutuksia pääkaupunkiseudun (PKS) asuntomark-
kinakehitykseen soveltaen Mankiwin ja Weilin (1989) artikkelissaan "The Baby
Boom, the Baby Bust and the Housing Market" esittämää  lähestymistapaa. Man-
kiwin ja Weilin tutkimus herätti Yhdysvalloissa aikanaan poikkeuksellista huo-
miota akateemisten piirien lisäksi kaikissa tiedotusvälineissä, koska siihen sisältyi
ennuste, jonka mukaan Yhdysvaltain asuntomarkkinoilla kysyntä ja hinnat ro-
mahtaisivat väestökehityksestä johtuen ensi vuosituhannella. Tarkemmin sanottu-
na he ennustivat mallillaan, että reaaliset asuntojen hinnat laskisivat kaiken
kaikkiaan 47 prosentilla vuoteen 2007 mennessä.

Tässä tutkimuksessa esitellään  amerikkalaistutkijoiden tutkimusstrategiaa ja sen
herättämää akateemista keskustelua. Vaikka esitämme myös mennyttä hintakehi-
tystä selittäviä aikasarjamalleja, emme tee hintaennusteita. Pääpaino tutkimukses-
samme on asuntokysynnässä. Arvioimme Mankiwin ja Weilin lähestymistapaa
käyttäen demografisen kysynnän merkitystä PKS:n toteutuneessa asuntomarkki-
nakehityksessä ja teemme ennusteita vuosien 1997-2015 asuntokysynnästä.

Estimoimme ensin kotitaloustason poikkileikkausaineistoa hyväksi käyttäen
asuntokysynnän riippuvuuden iästä henkilötasolla. Asumisen (varanto)kysyntää
mittaamme asutun asuntokannan arvolla. Tulostemme mukaan asuntokysyntä
kasvaa PKS:lla jokseenkin monotonisesti lapsuudesta aina 70-74 vuotiaiden ikä-
ryhmään asti. Tämä asuntokysynnän profiili poikkeaa selvästi Yhdysvaltoja ja
Ruotsia kokevista valtakunnallisista profiileista, joiden mukaan asuntokysyntä
kasvaa noin 35-45 vuotiaaksi asti, mutta kääntyy Yhdysvalloissa välittömämmin
ja Ruotsissa tasannevaiheen jälkeen selvään laskuun. Mankiwin ja Weilin ennuste
asuntomarkkinakysynnän romahtamisesta perustuu juuri vanhusväestön osuuden
kasvuun ja sen keskimääräistä pienempään asuntokysyntään seuraavan vuositu-
hannen ensimmäisellä vuosikymmenellä.

Mielestämme Suomen ja PKS:n kansainvälisesti reaalitulotasoon nähden ahtaat
asunnot ja esittämämme PKS:n asuntokysynnän ikäprofiili kuvastavat suomalai-
sen asuntopolitiikan perusongelmaa. Suomessa asuntokulutus nousee elinkaaren
aikana alhaiselta lähtötasolta monien muuttojen kautta sellaiseksi, mikä olisi pa-
remmin vastannut haluttua ja maksukykyistä kysyntääkin perheen ollessa suu-
rimmillaan, jos asuntorahoitus, asumisen tuki ja muut instituutiot olisivat
toimineet paremmin.

Seuraavaksi konstruoimme PKS:n demografisen asuntokysynnän aikasarjan vuo-
sille 1962-97 käyttäen hyväksi samojen vuosien väestötilastoja sekä tuloksiamme
asuntokysynnän ikäriippuvuudesta. Toisin sanoen kerromme asuntokysynnän
ikäluokkakertoimilla kunkin ikäryhmän väestön määrän vuosittain ja laskemme



ne yhteen koko väestön ”demograafisesksi asuntokysynnäksi”. Laadimme myös
asuntojen hintakehitystä selittäviä aikasarjamalleja, mutta päämielenkiintomme
on asuntokysynnässä (asutun asuntokannan arvo), jonka ajallista kehitystä
selitämme demografisella asuntokysynnällä, reaalituloilla, asumisen käyttökus-
tannuksella ja työttömyysasteella PKS:lla. Tulostemme mukaan yhden prosentin
kasvu demografisessa kysynnässä johtaa liki prosentin (0,9 prosenttia) kasvuun
asuntojen kokonaiskysynnässä. Estimoitu tulojousto on alhainen, vain 0,1 eli re-
aalitulojen 10 prosentin kasvu johtaa vain prosentin kasvuun asuntokysynnässä..
Muiden selittäjien kertoimet eivät ole tilastollisesti merkitseviä.

Hintakehitystä selittävissä malleissamme selittävinä PKS:a koskevina muuttujina
ovat demografinen asuntokysyntä, reaalitulot aikuista kohti, asumisen käyttökus-
tannus ja työttömyysaste. Vaikutussuunnaltaan saamamme tulokset ovat odotus-
ten mukaisia ja lisäksi tilastollisesti merkitseviä. Demografisen kysynnän ja
reaalitulojen kasvu nostavat asuntojen hintoja, kun taas asumisen käyttökustan-
nuksen ja työttömyyden kasvu alentavat hintoja.

Kolmannessa vaiheessa sovellamme tutkimustuloksiamme tulevan asuntokysyn-
nän ennakointiin. Käytämme kahta PKS:n väestöennustetta tulevan demografisen
kysynnän ennustamiseen tässäkin poikkileikkausaineistosta saatuja asuntokysyn-
nän ikäluokkakertoimia soveltaen. Väestöennusteet sisältävät myös ennusteet tu-
lo- ja työttömyyskehityksestä, joita kaikkia hyödynnämme, kun käytämme aika-
sarjamalliamme asuntojen kokonaiskysynnän ennakointiin vuosina 1997-2015.

Nopean talouskasvun vaihtoehdossa (3 % BKT:n ja PKS:n aikuista kohti lasketun
reaalitulon kasvu vuodessa) myös PKS:n nettomuuttovoitto on suuri ja sen väestö
kasvaa 140 000 hengellä vuoteen 2015 mennessä. Hitaan kasvun vaihtoehdossa
(2 %) PKS:n väestö kasvaa 90 000 hengellä vuoteen 2015 mennessä. Nopean
kasvun vaihtoehdossa työttömyys PKS:lla laskee 11 prosentista asteittain kol-
meen prosenttiin vuosina 1997-2015, kun taas hitaan kasvun vaihtoehdossa läh-
detään siinäkin 11 prosentista, mutta päädytään 5 prosentin työttömyyden tasolle
vuonna 2015.

Nopean kasvun vaihtoehdossa vuosittaisen asuntokysynnän kasvu pienenee 2,3
prosentista 1,5 prosenttiin vuonna 2015. Hitaan kasvun vaihtoehdossa asuntoky-
synnän vuosittainen lisäys hidastuu puolestaan 2,2 prosentista 1,2 prosenttiin
vuosina 1997-2015. Tarkastelemme myös sellaista nopean kasvun vaihtoehtoa,
johon on sisällytetty tyylitelty suhdannekehitys eli reaalituloja (per aikuinen),
työttömyyttä ja muuttoliikettä koskeviin sarjoihin on istutettu nopean kasvu-uran
ympärille sykliä. Näin saamme tuntumaa siihen, miten mallimme ja ennusteemme
käyttäytyvät, kun tuleva kehitys ei ole tasaista, vaan siihen sisältyy suhdanne-
vaihteluita.
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1. Introduction

This paper examines the role of demographic changes in the housing market of
the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (hereafter HMA) consisting of the Capital City
Helsinki and three other independent municipalities (Espoo, Kauniainen and
Vantaa). The motive for our paper stems from various directions.

Our approach is inspired by the paper "The Baby Boom, the Baby Bust and the
Housing Market" of Mankiw and Weil (1989). The authors (hereafter MW)
examine the impact of major demographic changes on the housing market in the
United States. First, they estimate the effect of age on housing demand from
micro level cross-section data. Using these results and population statistics they
then construct a time series indicator of demographic demand for housing and
study what kind of impacts the changes in this demand have had on residential
investment and the price of housing. In addition they assess what currently
predicted future demographic developments imply about the housing market over
the next twenty years. Our objectives are similar with the difference that we are
dealing with a metropolitan area with less than one  million people instead of
national developments in Finland (a country with five million inhabitants).

At the local level much of city planning is related to demographics. A typical
procedure is to make predictions concerning demographic developments for the
purposes of land use planning, and especially for housing. Furthermore, planning
of public service facilities (school, health, social services etc.) is based on the
view that demographics is the key element affecting the demand for their
services. The latter will not be considered here, however, as we shall concentrate
on housing.

Following the MW approach, we estimate the age structure of housing demand in
HMA from cross-section micro data and compare our results from Helsinki to
those from the U.S. (by MW), Canada and Sweden. The latter two come from
applications of the MW approach by Engelhart and Poterba (1991) and Heiborn
(1994), respectively. Thereafter, we construct time series of demographic housing
demand and use it together with other indicators in time series models of housing
demand. We also estimate housing price models, although our main interest is on
the quantity side, with which we make prognoses. We use population forecasts
for HMA to derive demographic housing demands for future years until 2015.
Then, using assumed paths for other independent variables, we make forecasts for
total demand for housing in HMA.

Our paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we review the MW model and some
of its applications. We also summarize the results of MW and the discussion
which followed the publication of their paper. In section 3 we illustrate
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population developments in Finland and in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area
(hereafter HMA). In section 4  the demographic demand for housing services in
HMA is estimated for each age group from a cross section of household level
data. In section 5 we construct an annual time series of demographic demand for
housing and introduce other housing market indicators. In section 6 we specify
and estimate housing demand and price models using time series data from
HMA. Section 7 takes a prospective look of demographic housing developments
using available population forecasts for HMA.  Finally, section 8 summarizes the
results of our study.
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2. The Mankiw-Weil Model

2.1 Demographic Housing Demand

The fundamental determinants of housing demand are income, price (rent or user
cost) of housing and demographics. In this section we present a model by which
to determine the link between age of household members and the quantity of
housing demanded. In doing this we follow the approach of Mankiw and Weil
(1989).

At household level, the quantity of housing demanded depends on the age of
household members, the size and income of the household, and several other
characteristics. At this stage we are only interested in age, because we want to
construct a variable corresponding to the demographic demand for housing.

The demand for housing by a household can be modeled as an additive function
of housing demanded by individual household members:

(1) ,
1

j∑
=

=
N

j

DD

where Dj is the demand of the jth member and N is the total number of the
members in the household.

The demand for housing of each individual is taken to be a function of age. When
the population is divided to K age groups and each age group has its own demand
parameter, an individual's demand can be expressed as follows:

(2) ,...2211 jjj KKj DUMMYaDUMMYaDUMMYaD +++=

where DUMMYij = 1 if individual j belongs to age group i (i=1,...,K), and 0
otherwise. The parameter ai is the quantity of housing demanded by a person of
age i. Combining (1) and (2) the following equation for housing demand at the
household level

(3) ∑∑∑ +++= jjj KK DUMMYaDUMMYaDUMMYaD ...2211    (j=1,...,N)

Assuming that the age structure of housing demand, that is the set of estimated a1,
a2,...,ak coefficients, is constant over time, a measure of total demographic
demand in year t, TDt, can be obtained using (3) and information on the age
structure of population. More precisely, by multiplying the number of people in
each age class i by respective coefficient ai and summing up one gets total
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demand. Denoting the number of people in age class i in year t by N(i,t), we get
an expression for total demographic demand

(4)  
     

∑
=

=
K

i

it tiNaTD
1

).,(

With annual information on the age structure of population during a period of
time one can obtain a time series of total demographic housing demand. Although
we call it a measure of demographic housing demand it is obvious from the
procedure that the dummy variables catch in addition to pure age effects all other
effects that are age dependent. Referring to the above mentioned fundamental
determinants of housing demand, the dummy variables also reflect the life cycle
income profile of the population derived from cross-section data. Note that scale
effects via household size are ignored in the MW formulation of demographic
housing demand the age coefficients are independent of family size.1

In order to study the effects of demographic demand changes over time one has to
specify a housing market model in which this variable has a role together with
some other variables. In empirical application of this approach one of the first
things to solve is how to measure housing.

2.2 The Basic Mankiw-Weil Housing Market Model and its’
Empirical Application

In the basic Mankiw-Weil static model housing demand (Hd) is negatively related
to real price of housing (P) and positively related to an age-related demand shifter
(A). Housing supply (Hs) is positively related to real housing price. Expressing
the relationships in logarithms,

(5) ln Hd = a0 - a1 ln P + a2 ln A (a1, a2 > 0)

(6) ln Hs = b0 + b1 ln P (b1>0).

Equating demand and supply and solving for housing price one gets

lnA
b+a

a + 
b+a

ba = lnP     (7)
11

2

11

00

                                             
1 Loikkanen (1992) avoids the assumption of  no scale effects. He does a cross-section analysis with
household survey data and estimates housing demand equations which include family structure dummy
variables which represent interactions of the number of adults, the number of children, and the age of
household head in families.
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MW assume in effect that a2=1, i.e. that the demographic demand shifter A has a
proportional effect on demand. Now, the effect of demographic demand on
housing price depends on the sum of price elasticities of demand and supply
(a1+b1). If this sum is small, then demand changes will have a substantial impact
on prices (and vice versa).  For any given price elasticity of demand (a1), the
smaller (greater) is the price elasticity of supply (b1), the greater (smaller) are the
housing price reactions to changes in demand according to this simple static
model which ignores intertemporal aspects of housing markets.

How do housing price and quantity series look like and what kind of a statistical
relation is there between demographic demand for housing and actual quantity of
housing. Furthermore, what kind of a relation can be found between this housing
demand variable and the price of housing. Before going to our own results
concerning the Helsinki housing market, we shall report the key findings of MW
on U.S., and also summarise Heiborn's (1994) results on Sweden and those of
Engelhardt and Poterba (1991) on Canada.

Quantity Equation Results

In studying the empirical relation between housing demand and the quantity of
housing MW measure the latter as the (log) net stock of residential capital. In the
basic model this variable is regressed on the (log) constructed demographic
demand variable and a time trend variable with U.S. time series data for 1947-
1985. They correct for serial correlation by allowing the residual to follow  a
first-order autoregressive process, which is estimated using an iterated Cochrane-
Orcutt procedure. In another variant logGNP is added to the model to capture the
fact that residential investment is a highly cyclical component of GDP. In a third
variant the after tax interest rate (cost of funds) is added to the model as a key
determinant of user cost of housing, and thus of housing demand. In all these
variants the coefficients of the demographic demand variable are small (0. 010,
0.173 and 0.182) and have very large standard errors. MW conclude that they
cannot find a  relation between their demographically driven demand variable and
the housing stock. This in itself does not prove in their view that there is no
relation. ”Residential investment is just too ‘noisy’ to allow any firm relation.”

Price Equation Results

Next, MW run analogous regressions with log of real price of housing as the
dependent variable and log of the demographic demand variable and  a time trend
as the RHS variables. The basic model is again augmented first with log GNP and
the after tax interest rate (cost of funds) variable. As the housing price variable
they use the residential investment deflator relative to the GNP deflator. In
contrast to the results for the quantity for housing , here the results show a strong
and highly significant relation between housing demand and the real price of
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housing.  It implies that a one percent increase in the demand for housing leads to
a 5.3 percent increase in the real price of housing.

MW’s Forecast

In the U.S. case MW, having found a significant relation between housing
demand and housing prices said that "it is natural (at least for the heroic) to
extrapolate the relation forward to see what it implies for future housing prices."
Using the forecasted population developments to predict future demographic
demand, they find that housing demand will grow more slowly over the next
twenty years than at any time in the their sample. "If historical relation between
demand and prices continues to hold, it appears that the real price of housing will
fall about 3 percent a year." Applying then estimated regressions implies that
"real housing prices will fall by a total of 47 percent by the year 2007". After
some notes of caution to this result, MW say that "Even if the fall in housing
prices is only one half what our equation predicts, it will likely be one of the
major economic events of the next two decades."

2.3 Results from Sweden and Canada

Heiborn's Results on Sweden

Marie Heiborn's (hereafter MH) aim is first to replicate the MW study with
Swedish data as much as possible and then construct additional models using the
cointegration approach. Here we shall only concentrate on her former results.

In Heiborn's application some of the variables are somewhat different from those
of MW. Instead of MW's residential investment deflator relative to the GNP
deflator, which is not in exactly the same form available in Sweden, MH uses an
annual price index of owner-occupied one-family houses sold in the secondary
market. In deriving demographic demand for Sweden MH uses data on single
family house owners. The housing quantity variable (stock of residential capital),
cost of funds (after tax interest rate at medium income level, r1) correspond more
closely to respective variables used by MW. In addition to testing GDP, MH uses
GDP per capita (Ly), not to count population twice, as this is already included in
the demographic demand variable. In estimation MH like MW use the Cochrane-
Orcutt procedure.

The estimation results of MH's quantity equation most closely corresponding to
that of MW gives the following results. Unlike in the U.S. where the coefficient
of demographic demand was close to zero and insignificant, for Sweden it is of
the order of three (2.75) and clearly significant. GDP (GNP for US) on the
contrary, although positive for both countries, is not significant for Sweden, but it
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is significant for the U.S. As for the cost of funds variable, it has the expected
negative coefficient in case of both countries, but it is significant only for
Sweden. Trend variables with negative coefficients are insignificant in quantity
equations for both countries.

According to the estimation results of the price equation a one percent increase in
housing demand leads to a 12.7 percent increase in the real price of housing in
Sweden (5.3 in the U.S) and it is significant. GDP or GDP per capita both turn
out to get positive but insignificant coefficients for Sweden, whereas GNP got a
positive and significant coefficient in the U.S. case. The cost of funds variable
gets a "wrong" sign in Sweden and it is insignificant whereas the U.S. results
have the expected sign but a very small and insignificant coefficient.

Summarising, the results for U.S. indicate that both the demand for housing and
the supply of housing are highly inelastic. The results for Sweden also suggest a
rather inelastic demand for housing, but  supply seems much more elastic.

Engelhardt and Poterba’s Results on Canada and the U.S.

Engelhardt and Poterba (hereafter EP) examine the applicability and the
robustness of the MW model in Canada, a nation with a demographic pattern
similar to that in the U.S. but with a very different pattern of housing prices. They
estimate housing price equations corresponding to the MW model for both
Canada and the U.S. The price variable in both countries is an index of constant
quality new house prices excluding lot values. The quantity of housing demand
variable is based on homeowner property values and an imputation procedure is
used to get corresponding indicators for renter households. This demand variable
is used to estimate the age specific demand coefficients from a cross-section
(1977). Instead of MW’s tax corrected interest rate variable EP construct for both
countries a user cost of owner-occupied housing variable which includes
mortgage interest, property tax, maintenance and repairs, forgone return on the
owner’s equity and expected capital appreciation.

The results of EP’s price equations reproduce MW’s strong positive correlation
between demographic demand and  real housing prices in the U.S. but the same
model with Canadian data produces a negative correlation. Correction for first-
order autocorrelation brings the Canadian demographic housing demand
coefficient closer to zero, but still it is negative although highly insignificant.
Adding a user cost variable to the equation leaves the other coefficients much the
same in both countries. The user cost variable itself an expected negative
coefficient both in Canada and the U.S. but both are far from significant. Adding
still the logarithm of real GNP to the U.S model as a proxy for the level of real
income does not affect other coefficients almost at all and logGNP gets a positive
and significant coefficient.  In Canada, controlling for real income switches the
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coefficient on demographic housing demand from negative to positive, but the
standard error is almost ten times the coefficient. EP conclude that the estimates
provide little support for the view that demographic factors are central
explanatory variables of the time-series movements in real housing prices.

2.4 Critical Comments on the Mankiw-Weil Approach and Results

Here, we shall shortly review the discussion and critical remarks on the MW
approach and their results after the appearance of the article. We concentrate on
MW’s basic housing quantity and price equations. The latter are used to produce
the forecast that housing prices will fall 47 percent in real terms during the next
twenty years (between 1987 and 2007) because of demographic developments.

The skepticism of economists towards the approach and forecasting as
summarized by Woodward (1991) comes from several directions. First, long run
housing supply is ordinarily viewed as very elastic (e.g. Muth 1989) which
implies that real price changes should not be that great over long periods of time.
Rather, fluctuations in demand should manifest themselves in changes in the
stock of housing. Holland (1991) investigates this by studying the relationship
between housing investment and the change in the demand for housing. He
concludes that demographic demand appears to be the major factor behind real
residential investment, but does not appear to be the major factor behind real
housing prices. Several authors have pointed out that if there is a relation between
demand and prices, it should be seen in rents which, however, has not been the
case. Especially in 1970s when housing (asset) prices increased, rents (real cost
of housing) fell as a result of the interaction of the U.S. tax system and inflation,
and both housing supply and demand grew.

Second, if housing markets are efficient, they should react to foreseeable market
determinants in advance, i.e. reflect the future on average. However, relatively
high transactions costs and information costs related to changes in housing
consumption (by moving) may cause serial correlation in prices and make them at
least to some extent predictable by such factors as demographic changes. Before
MW’s article appeared, Case and Shiller’s (1988) study with U.S. data lead to a
mild rejection of housing market efficiency. Holland (1991) studied specifically
the MW relation between demographic changes and house prices in this respect.
In order to study the role of innovations, he differenced all series to assure
stationarity. Then, testing the efficiency of stationary variables, his results
supported rather than rejected the efficient market hypothesis.

Third, the results are highly sensitive to specification and estimation period.
Hamilton (1991) and Hendershott (1991) both question the credibility of the
(negative) trend term in MW’s model. If there were no demographic growth in
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demand, house prices would fall at 8 per cent per year! Studying the MW relation
in sub-periods, Hendershott found that the relation between demographic demand
and house prices fits better the early phase (1948-69) of the period considered,
but the fit is far worse for 1970-87. Furthermore, when the 1948-69 equation is
used to forecast the 1970s and 1980s, it forecasts a 41 percent increase in real
price versus an actual increase of 10 percent. He also constructs an expanded
model which includes both the level and change in real after tax rate, and the rate
of change  in real income. Furthermore, there are slope dummies related to early
(1949-69) and late (1970-87) phase of the period, and the demographic demand is
also interacted with these dummies. When Hendershott forecasts real house
prices for illustrative purposes with this equation, setting real after tax interest
rate at 1987 level and real income growth at 2.5 percent, he ends up with a 12
percent decline in real house prices by 2007. This is far smaller than the 47
percent decline obtained by MW.

There has also been criticism on MW’s simple static theoretical model presented
in terms of equations (5)-(7) in section 2.2. Alperovich (1995) refers to the
controversy concerning MW’s results and related contributions thereafter by
claiming that a major limitation overshadowing the entire debate is lack of
rigorous derivation of estimated models. He derives an explicit static housing
market model which he claims to be tacit in the estimated equations of
econometric contributions to the debate and claims that both the real asset price
of housing equation  used by MW and some of their critics is misspecified.
Specifically, he claims that a price variable representing the real price of non-
housing goods is omitted from all estimated equations (by Hendershott, Holland,
Engelhard and Poterba, and Woodward), and contrary to Hamilton’s (1991)
argument, a cost of funds  variable is also omitted from the real rental price
equation he estimated. On the basis of the theoretical model, Alperovich suggests
that use of correctly specified could shed light on the debate and give more
credible estimates and predictions concerning future housing prices. More
specifically, he refers to the point made by Hamilton and Hendershott that MW’s
housing price predictions are implausible because they are derived based on a
negative trend of 8.1 % per year which is unexplainable. Alperovich suggests that
at least part of the effect captured by the trend variable may stem from the
omission of the real price of non-housing consumption variable.

Most commentators of MW’s approach have accepted the procedure by which
age specific housing demands are derived from cross-section data, and thereafter
utilized in the construction of time series data. Pitkin and Mayers (1994) have
criticized this aspect of MW approach. They argue that there is a potential bias in
longitudinal inferences derived from cross-sectional estimates, and propose a
specification that eliminates such bias. Pitkin and Myers  define a cohort-linked
cross section (CLCS) schedule of housing demand from cross sections in
successive periods. Applying this approach they end up with more stable
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estimates than those based on individual cross sections, and substantially higher
levels of future housing demand, relative to the past, than projections based on a
purely cross-sectional specification used by MW and the other papers on this
topic. According to their results, the use of 1980 cross-section as MW did,
overstates the 1990-2010 decline in the growth of aggregate housing demand by
45 % in comparison with the three-decade average of the CLCS estimates.

Swan (1995) has also criticized MW’s demographic demand variable claiming
that the authors misinterpret its nature. He says that in a time series context this
variable, which comes from a cross-section regression of house prices against the
age of occupants, is a measure of the adult population, not the demand for
housing services or the stock of houses. Furthermore, when this measure is
included in addition of GNP (rather than per capita GNP) in a housing demand
equation, MW in effect double count population. Swan also points out that
ordinary demand equations should include properly defined income and relative
price variables and does his own econometric analysis which i.a. verify the
importance of these variables and, on the other hand support MW’s basic result
that demography matters for housing demand.

In this paper, our basic purpose is to analyze the past and forecast future housing
market developments in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area. In doing this, we shall
pay attention especially to demographic developments in addition to other
relevant housing demand determinants. We shall apply the MW approach with
some modifications which take to some extent into account the criticisms and
other view-points reviewed in this section. Our main interest is in the quantity of
housing demand developments in HMA both in the past and in the future, and the
role of demographics as a determinant of demand, especially . Like MW we also
estimate housing price equations, but not for the purpose of predicting long-term
price developments.

Our setting differs from MW in that we study a metropolitan area instead of a
large nation. Accordingly migration has a more important role for housing at this
level. The variables and their operationalization also differs from MW’s study,
and here we partly take into account some of the criticism, discussed above. As
for variables (see appendix for details), we do not include a trend variable to the
equations. Our income concept is taxable income per adult in Helsinki and not an
unscaled variable (GNP in MW). Our user cost of housing variable includes the
effects of interest rate, taxation and capital gains. Our measure of  stock demand
is based on the estimated market value dwellings in use (excluding vacant ones).
Finally, also the econometric approach in section 6 is different from MW.
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3. Population Developments in Finland and the
Helsinki Metropolitan Area

The basic idea in paying attention to changes in demographic elements in
studying their impact on housing market is the following. An increase in
population due to a boom in births affects housing demand over time. The effect
during the time when the newly born still live in their parents home is small
relative to the impact which arises as they form households and enter the housing
market by themselves. Thus the major impact on housing demand comes some
twenty years after the change in birth rate. Assuming that death rate and net
immigration are stable, baby booms and baby busts should have a detectable and
foreseeable effect on housing market at least at national level.

Figure 1 graphs the number of births, deaths and net immigration in Finland at
the national level since 1920s. Before the Second World War from the 1920s on
there was first a phase of  slightly declining birth rate which in early 1930
changed to a slightly increasing curve all the way until the end of the war. In the
latter half of the 1940s birth rate peaked such that the generation born in 1947 is
the biggest one during this century. Thereafter, birth rate declined until the early
1970s, when it stabilized to a level which is somewhat below the average  birth
rate during the inter war period. The death rate series has been rather stable
except for the war time.

Figure 1: Number of births, deaths and net immigration in Finland in
1921-1995 (annual averages of 5-year periods)
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Net migration was positive in 1920s but became increasingly negative since
1930s. This continued until late 1960s when migration from Finland peaked. This
was a time when the post war baby boom generation entered the labor and
housing markets, quite few of them coming from the countryside to the cities. As
a result of this Finland experienced one of the fastest urbanization processes in
Europe. As the cities were unable to offer housing and jobs to all the newcomers,
part of the mobility directed outside the country, especially to Sweden. This
explains the peak in net emigration around the end of 1960s. Thereafter,
immigration increased sharply to a positive level and has been rather stable since
mid 1970s.

Figure 2 depicts demographic developments in the HMA during 1951-97. As the
urban area where the capital (Helsinki) is located, it has been the most important
economic growth center for the whole country during the post-war period. In a
regional context, the role of migration has been great relative to births and deaths
in shaping population developments as compared to nation wide demographic
developments. Thus mobility booms and baby booms can both be sources of
demand shocks that have an impact on the housing market. On the other hand,
there is a fundamental difference between these two sources of change. Namely,
unlike births, immigrants to the area are mostly adults increasing demand
immediately and not after twenty years. On the other hand, changes in mobility
are harder to predict than births if one wants to do prospective analysis.

Figure 2: Number of births, deaths and net migration in the HMA in 1951-
1997 (1000 persons)
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Figure 3 illustrates the actual population developments for HMA continued by
two population forecasts for the same area. In 1950 the population of HMA was
about 400 000. It increased  sharply during the next twenty years reaching 700
000 in 1969 being followed by the only decline of population in 1970. Thereafter,
the growth rate was slower than before until early 1990s when population growth
started to accelerate again.

The figure also depicts two population forecasts of  the Helsinki Urban Facts
(HUF) made in 1998. The higher forecast is based on the assumption of rapid
long run economic growth and consequently high migration surplus to HMA.
According to this projection the population of HMA will grow by a fifth during
the next 24 years. The lower  forecast assumes that the growth rate of the regional
economy is rather modest and the migration surplus will remain at lower level.
Still, the population will grow according to this projection, too. Both forecasts
also include detailed predictions of age structure and we shall utilise these
forecasts when doing some prospective analysis in section 8.

Figure 3: Population  in 1960-1997 and two alternative forecasts for 1998-
2015 in HMA (1000 inhabitants)

Above we have described the development of population both at national level
and in HMA. Next, we shall consider the age structure of population in HMA. In
figure 4 we have the population shares of age groups grouped by five year
intervals (0-4 years, 5-9 years, ..., 80-84 years, and 85 or above) at three points of
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time. The profiles in the years 1975 and 1997 are based of observed data whereas
the profile for 2019 is from the population forecast made by HUF in 1998.

In the age structure of population in 1975 one clearly observes a peak in age
group 20-24 years, i.e. the effect of baby boom generation born just after World
War II. The 1997 age structure looks more like a camel with two humps as for the
middle part of the graph. The first peak is located in age groups covering ages 25-
34 due to in-migration of young adults to HMA. The latter one which can be
associated to the post war baby boom is located in age group 45-49. Furthermore,
we note that in 1975 there were relatively more children and teenagers as well as
young adults than in 1997 whereas the share of pensioners (above 65) was
smaller, respectively. According to the forecast for 2019 the most pronounced
difference relative to 1995 is the growth in the shares of all age groups above 50
years. The respective decline in population shares takes place for adults under 50
years of age.

Figure 4: Age structure of population in HMA, in 1975, 1997 and 2019
(HUF 1998 forecast),(per cent of population)
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4. Estimation of Demographic Housing Demand

Following the ideas presented in section 2 we constructed a household level cross
section data from HMA and estimated the age specific housing demand
parameters ai (see equations (2) and  (3) in section 2.1).

Data

The data is a sample of 4264 household from the Metropolitan area in January
1988. In addition to several variables on household's characteristics the data
contains the age of each household member. There are also variables on the size,
type, age, tenure and location of the house and the dwelling. The file has been
constructed  by merging data from the population data bases and the building and
dwelling data bases of the municipalities of HMA.

The data does not contain rent or asset value information of dwellings which
could be used as the measure of housing quantity. The simplest way to proceed is
to use the dwelling size (floor space) as a demand measure. The problem is that
floor space does not represent very well the value of the housing service, because
the effects of the type, quality and location of dwelling are ignored. For this
reason we calculated a hedonic value estimate for each household's dwelling,
taking into account the size, age, type, location and the characteristics of the
neighbourhood. This approximation was used as the measure of the quantity of
housing consumption, both for owner occupied and rented dwellings. The
hedonic price model which was used for calculating the estimates is based on a
study of transaction prices of owner-occupied dwellings in Helsinki in 1980's and
is reported in Laakso (1992).

Estimation Results

The parameters ai of equation (3) for 5-year age groups 0-4,...,80-84 and the
group "85 and older" were estimated from this data using the estimated hedonic
value of the dwelling as the housing demand quantity. The estimated housing
demand quantities by age are presented in table 1 in terms of Finnish marks
(FIM). The estimation was also performed by tenure type for households in
owner occupied and rented dwellings. The results of both tenure groups and all
household can be seen in figure 5.

According to the results housing consumption in HMA increases almost
monotonically with respect to age up till the age 70-74 years. Housing
consumption is lowest with children at the age 0-4 years. The sharpest increase in
housing consumption takes place at the age 20-24 years, when most young people
move out from their parents' home to form their own households. In the owner
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occupied sector (and consequently with all households because two thirds of the
dwellings in HMA are owner occupied) housing consumption reaches its
maximum as late as at the age 70-74 years. The level of maximum housing
consumption is about ten times higher than the minimum consumption of
children.

The level of housing consumption does not differ significantly between the tenure
groups before the age 25-29 years. From the age 30-34 years on housing
consumption in rented dwellings is systematically lower than in owner occupied
dwellings.

Table 1: Estimated housing demand quantities in HMA in 1988 (average
for all tenures)

Age Housing consumption
1000 FIM

Age Housing consumption
1000 FIM

0-4 64.4 45-49 384.8
5-9 106.3 50-54 405.6
10-14 144.8 55-59 443.5
15-19 143.2 60-64 464.6
20-24 258.4 65-69 446.2
25-29 295.3 70-74 521.1
30-34 346.3 75-79 508.5
35-39 341.1 80-84 443.8
40-44 409.3 85+ 490.2
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Figure 5: Housing consumption by age and tenure in HMA in 1988

Comparison with Sweden and USA

The age profile of the housing consumption in HMA is compared with Sweden
and the USA in figure 6. The results concerning Sweden are from Heiborn
(1993). They are based on sample of households in 1984. The estimates for the
U.S. are from Mankiw and Weil (1989). They are based on Census data from
1970. The consumption curves in figure 6 are index series in which the estimate
of the age group with maximum consumption is defined to equal 100. The level
of the consumption in HMA, Sweden and the USA cannot be compared with the
help of the figure. Instead, it can only be used for the comparison of age profiles
of the housing consumption.2

                                             
2 Hårsman and Quigley ed. (1991) includes an international comparison on eight national and metropoli-
tan housing markets and related institutions including Finland and Helsinki (c.f. Bengs and Loikkanen in
op. cit.). The Finnish dwelling sizes are small internationally.
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Figure 6: Relative housing consumption by age in HMA, Sweden and the
USA (Index: age group with maximum consumption = 100)

The age profile of consumption in HMA differs very much from the profiles of
Sweden and the USA. While in HMA the curve increases until the age 70-74
years, in Sweden the top is reached at the age 45-49 years. Housing consumption
starts to decline sharply after the age 55-59 years. In the case of the USA,
maximum housing consumption is reached as early as at the age 35-39 years,
after which the curve declines almost monotonically.

Why do the age profiles differ? The first source of difference may be that in our
study the data is from the metropolitan area only, while Heiborn and Mankiw &
Weil used nation level data. It is improbable that this explains all the differences.
Another explanation in the case of the USA might be that MW's data is rather old
(from 1970). In fact there is a figure in MW's paper presenting the estimation
results from 1980 as well. It shows that although the level of consumption has
changed significantly in most age groups between the years 1970 and 1980, the
age profile of the consumption has remained much the same.

Most probably the differences between the age profiles can be explained first of
all by the differences in housing market institutions (c.f. Bengs and Loikkanen,
1991). In the case of Finland, and especially HMA, typical characteristics of the
housing markets have been the dominance of owner occupied housing and small
dwelling sizes compared with most Western European countries. Until the last
half of 1980's the financial markets in Finland were strictly regulated.
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Housing loans had typically very short amortisation periods. Interest rates were
administratively controlled and their level were low compared the rate of
inflation. These factors together with foreign capital controls resulted in credit
rationing which had a strong influence on households in housing markets. A
typical household has increased its dwelling size by several moves to bigger units
over the whole life span. On the other hand, old people have in most cases
remained in the old large dwelling even when children have moved out from
parents' home.
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5. Demographic Housing Demand and Other Time
Series Variables

We constructed an annual time series of the demographic demand for housing by
combining the estimated cross section coefficients with time series of the age
composition of the population. The population data of the HMA were collected in
5-years age groups for the years 1961-95. The demographic housing demand Dt

of the whole Metropolitan area was calculated for each year t  by the following
equation:

Da = D     (8) tii
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t ∑

where ai is the estimated housing demand quantity of age group i, and Dti is the
number of people in age group i in year t.

In doing this calculation we implicitly assume that the coefficients estimated
from a cross section of 1988 can be applied for the whole period 1961-95. The
realism of this assumption can well be questioned. Our conjecture is that the age
structure of housing consumption changes rather slowly and for this reason the
results from one cross section can be used for a longer period. Our aim is to study
this issue in subsequent work.

It is worth reminding of the fact that in addition to births and deaths, the effect of
migration (see figure 2) is in the analysis affecting the demographic structure of
HMA in each year. Here, we implicitly assume that migrants are similar in their
demand behaviour as the ”old” residents. Laakso (1998) studies this question and
finds out that after moving to the HMA, the newcomers housing consumption
(i.e. age coefficients of demand) rather fast becomes similar to the respective
demand in the HMA population ”stock”. Only immigrants from other countries
differ in this respect.

For the purposes of our analysis of the housing markets over time, we constructed
a time series of total housing demand in HMA. This was done by collecting
annual data of the floor space of the occupied housing stock, and using census
data and statistics of annual construction and demolition of residential buildings
as data sources. Finally, housing demand was transformed to Finnish marks by
multiplying floor spaces by the average market unit price of owner occupied
housing in HMA in 1988.

As MW and subsequent contributors in the discussion (c.f. section 2), we need
time series information on fundamental determinants of housing demand. The
time series variable for income of the population is based on the statistics of
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taxable gross income per adult population (over 20 years) in the City of Helsinki.
It was not available for the whole HMA in the early years of our period. This
transformation differs from MW, who used unscaled GNP. We also use the
unemployment rate in the Helsinki region as an region specific economic
variable. Housing prices are measured by the housing price index of the HMA
which is published by Statistics Finland and based on transactions of privately
owned dwellings. We also define a user cost variable of owner occupied housing.
It is based on national level statistics on  after tax interest rate costs, opportunity
costs and depreciation. A more detailed description of variables is in appendix.

Growth rates of demographic housing demand, total housing demand and real
income (per adult) in HMA are presented in figure 7. The growth rate of total
housing demand was very high (over 5 % annually) in the early 1960s in HMA. It
dropped considerably during 1965-68, being above 4 % in first half of  1970s,
after which the growth rate dropped to a relatively stable annual level of 2-3 %.
During the first years of 1990s when Finland suffered from a depression, the
annual increase was slow, 1-2 %. It is evident from the figure that total housing
demand is closely  related to demographic housing demand which also grew
rapidly during the sixties and the first years of seventies. Since the second half of
1970s the growth rate of demographic demand in HMA has been quite stable,
around one percent with a slight positive trend. The real income development has
been rather volatile in HMA (like in whole Finland) during the period. There has
been several years when real income grew by 4-6 %, as well as periods of
negative growth in 1977 and 1991-93.
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Figure 7: Changes in total housing demand, demographic housing demand
and real income HMA in 1962-97 (percentage change from pre-
vious year)

The negative income shock after mid 1970s followed the first oil crisis. GDP
growth ceased but it was not negative at national level. However, there was a fall
of real taxable income per adult in Helsinki which, in addition a fall in real
variables, was due to two digit inflation at that time. A even more drastic and
lasting fall of  income in took place in early 1990s. It followed a preceding boom
which was related to financial deregulation and tax reforms at a time when the
export markets were growing fast and the terms of trade improved. The growth of
Western export markets slowed down at the same time as the Soviet Union
collapsed. This lead to a negative spiral in which the GDP in Finland fell during
1991-93 cumulatively by almost 15 per cent, measured from peak to bottom. The
negative macroeconomic shock is also highly visible in the taxable income per
adult series for the City of Helsinki residents. One element of these
developments, both as a cause and as a result, was a banking crisis. Since 1994
there has been growth again. The depression of the 1990s in Finland is described
in Honkapohja, Koskela and Paunio (1996).

The major macroeconomic shocks have had a great impact on all asset prices
including the price of  housing. Real prices of owner-occupied dwellings (figure
8) increased exceptionally in early 1970s just before the first oil crisis, and then
collapsed. At that time nominal prices, however, never decreased. A similar but
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even stronger price cycle started at the end of 1980s. After the boom turned to a
bust, not only real but also nominal prices decreased and this was a phenomenon
which drove some banks to bankruptcies and quite a few households also were
unable to pay their housing loans because of unemployment problems and capital
losses. Finnish housing price dynamics are considered also in Koskela et al.
(1992) and Kosonen (1997).

Figure 8: Real housing prices in HMA in 1961-97 (index, 1961=100)
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6. Spesification and Estimation of Time Series Models
of Housing Markets

In the last section, following the study of Mankiw and Weil (1989) we combined
the cross-sectional results on age and the quantity of housing demanded with
time-series data on the age-composition of the population to generate a new time
series on demographic housing demand.  What follows, we mimic the Mankiw-
Weil study and thus our main goal is to study the relationship between the above
mentioned variable and the housing markets in the Helsinki metropolitan area.
To put it more specifically we are interested whether there exist any correlation
between the constructed demographic housing demand variable and the quantity
of housing, and between demographic demand variable and the price of housing,
respectively, when some other relevant variables are also controlled for.

6.1 Time-Series Specification

Our annual data is collected from different sources (see appendix) and it covers
35 years (from 1961 to 1995), thus the time series dimension is relatively small. If
the standard assumptions for the regression analysis are not valid this raises the
question about the appropriate estimation strategy. Previous similar studies (see
eg. Mankiw-Weil and  Heiborn (op. cit.)) have used (iterative) Cochrane-Orcutt
procedure without a lot of justification (or statistical testing) and thus they have
assumed that the disturbances follow the first-order autoregressive process.

We ran ordinary OLS-regression models with different specifications for both
housing quantities and prices and tested autocorrelation and found that residuals
followed first-order autocorrelation in both models in all specifications. The test
statistics we used were Durbin-Watson, Ljung-Box and Box-Pierce Q-statistics.
We do not report  these OLS-results but they are  available from the authors upon
request.

After finding autocorrelation from our basic models the natural step is to proceed
to methods which allow autocorrelated residuals. As mentioned above previous
authors  have used iterative Cochran-Orcutt procedure but this choice is debatable
especially when the time series is short. In the following, we shall shortly discuss
different estimation methods when the disturbances are serially correlated, or
more specifically when they follow AR(1)- process. We start by deriving the
likelihood function in this case because it gives us the necessary background and
all the other methods can be seen as a simplifications of this method.

If the parameters of the disturbance process are known, Generalized Least
Square- method and the Maximum Likelihood-method for the AR(1) model are
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equivalent. Assuming that the parameters of  Ω (variance-covariance matrix) are
known, then the GLS -estimator has the following familiar expression

(9)               [ ] [ ]�
β = ′ ′− − −Χ Ω Χ Χ Ω Χ1 1 1

and its sampling variance
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is easy to compute. For the  AR(1) process it is
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where the term ρ  is the autocorrelation coefficient.  This implies that we can
transform our data in the following way,
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where the  Y   now stands for the new transformed endogenous variable.

Correspondingly we can transform our exogenous variables and the expression
for this is as follows
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Now, in the transformed model  all observations except the first one contains a
constant term  and the variance of the transformed disturbance term is
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and now the variance of the stochastic part fulfills all the classical properties.

To obtain the Likelihood function for normally distributed disturbances it is
convenient to use following familiar expression

(15)        f y y y f y f y y f y yT T T( , ,... ) ( ) ( | )... ( | )1 2 1 2 1 1= −

Using above shown expressions for the transformations our regression problem
can be now written as

(16)       ttt uXY += 'β

and in the terms of  the original data the same problem can be written as follows
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for t=2,...,T.

For the first observation we can use the change of variable formula to obtain
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After some straightforward algebra we can finally write our Log-Likelihood
Function as
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Obviously, if we know ρ  , then the easiest way to obtain solution for β   and σ
is the Least Squares method.  It should be mentioned that deriving the
Information matrix from the Log-Likelihood function is straightforward and we
do not present it here.

For an unknown variance-covariance structure we have to use (if we do not want
to use more difficult ML-method from the view-point of calculations) some of
the available Feasible Generalized Least Squares Estimators. It is well known in
econometric literature that all of these methods have same asymptotic properties
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as long as the first round estimators are consistent. It has also been shown that
there is a significant amount of variation in their small sample properties. Our T
is considerably small (35 years), so we should be careful when choosing the
estimator.

Two most common FGLS estimators  are the Prais-Winsten estimator and the
Cochrane-Orcutt estimators.  Basically these estimators apply similar
transformations as shown in equations (12) and (13). When applying these
estimators we usually first try to find an estimator for the ρ .  The most natural
candidate is the familiar estimate for the autocorrelation of the residuals, which
we used in this study. Other two possibilities are Theil’s estimator or Durbin’s
estimator. All of these are consistent estimators for the  ρ . The second step is to
transform the data as shown and then use either the Prais-Winsten or the
Cochran-Orcutt estimator.  As mentioned above, asymptotically these methods
are likely to produce the same outcome, but in the case of small T results can vary
considerably.

The basic difference between the Prais-Winsten (PW) estimator and the Cochran-
Orcutt (CO) estimators is  that in the CO- procedure the first observations are
dropped. Of course, this does not have any asymptotic effects but there is
evidence that it may be far worse to omit the first observation than to keep it. In
the small sample Monte-Carlo studies it has also been found that the PW-
procedure is almost as efficient as Maximum Likelihood method.  Because of the
size of our data,  we think that the  PW-method is the safest choice.

6.2 Estimation Results

Let us start by examining whether we can find any correlation between our
demographic housing demand variable and the price of housing. For the time
series on housing prices we use log of real housing prices for the Helsinki
Metropolitan area (HMA). We regress the log of the real price of housing on the
log of  demographic housing demand variable. The other regressors which we
include are the user costs of housing in the HMA and one period lag of that
variable, unemployment rate in the HMA and by one period lagged taxable
income per adult (over twenty years old individuals) living in the HMA. Our
income variable especially is different both in form and contents from MW’s
GNP variable. Unlike MW, we do not include a time trend into our deterministic
part of the regression function because we think it is very hard, a priori, to justify
that there is a linear time trend in the housing prices. Results are shown in the
table 2.

The results for the prices are intuitive and encouraging. The effect of
demographic demand variable is positive and statistically significant. The
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coefficient is 0.20 which means that a one percent increase in demographic
demand variable leads to 0.2 percent increase in the real price of housing in the
HMA. An increase in the unemployment rate in the HMA area decreases housing
prices and this effect is also statistically significant. The sign for the lagged
income variable is positive and very precisely estimated. Result confirms the
intuition that housing prices are likely to increase after positive income effects.
Our estimates for the user cost variable is negative and its magnitude is
negligible.

Table 2: Estimation results of the housing price model

Dependent variable: ln(housing price); sample period 1961-1995 (Standard errors
in parenthesis)

   Basic specification
Constant 0.0532 (0.2506)
Ln (demographic demand) 0.2025 (0.0343)
User cost -0.0052 (0.0010)
Lag (1) of user cost -0.0022 (0.0011)
Lag (1) of  Ln (income) 0.8087 (0.2414)
Ln (unemployment rate) -0.1133 (0.0282)
Rho 0.8022 (0.1160)
See 0.0592
Adj. R-squared 0.9530
DW 1.6684

Note: Variables are defined  in appendix.

Let us now proceed to look if we can find any correlation between the
constructed housing demand variable and the quantity of housing. Again, we
follow the Mankiw-Weil study and first estimate as far as possible exactly the
same model for the quantities. The results are shown in the table 3.

As we can see from the table, our demographic demand variable is estimated
extremely precisely and the coefficient has the right sign. A bit surprisingly it
seems to be the case that  our demographic demand variable has a greater relative
impact on quantities than on prices. A one percent increase in our demand
variable leads to almost a one percent increase in housing quantity. Our lagged
income variable is also statistically significant and has the right sign. The
coefficients of other variables, namely unemployment and user cost variables, are
imprecisely estimated and overall we think that above specification is not the best
one for describing quantities. Thus the second column in table 3 presents an
alternative specification without these variables, and with one lag in the income
variable, and both once and twice lagged demographic demand variables.
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According to this alternative specification, the estimate for the two period lagged
demographic demand variable is statistically significant, and the same is also true
for the estimate of the lagged income variable. These results suggest that quantity
of housing (stock demand) reacts quit slowly to the changes in exogenous
variables in the HMA housing market. On the other hand, it is evident that the
demographic demand variable in itself is highly autocorrelated .

Table 3: Estimation results of housing demand models

Dependent variable: ln(stock); sample period 1961-1995 (Standard errors in
parenthesis)

Basic specification Alternative specification
Constant 0.8113 (0.0914) 0.8304 (0.0628)
Ln (demographic demand) 0.9411 (0.0080)
Lag (1) of Ln (dem. demand) 0.1831 (0.1589)
Lag (2) of Ln (dem. demand) 0.7637 (0.1586)
Ln (income) 0.0339 (0.0377)
Lag (1) of  Ln (income) 0.1043 (0.0509) 0.0727 (0.0376)
User cost 0.0002 (0.0001)
Lag (1) of user cost 0.0001 (0.0001)
Ln (unemployment rate) -0.0032 (0.0050)
Rho 0.9688 (0.0022) 0.9736 (0.0018)
See 0.0063 0.0055
Adj. R-squared 0.9998 0.9998
DW  1.1456 1.15

Note: Variables are defined in appendix.
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Figure 9: Realised total housing demand and a fit based on ”basic specifi-
cation” of table 3  in HMA in 1962-97 (percentage change from
previous year)

A few comments concerning the above figure 9 are in place. First, on how the
endogenous variable is defined. In our analysis it is defined as the market value
of the occupied stock of dwellings and thus it does not include empty (or non-
occupied) dwellings (this share is approximately five per cent of the stock). It
means that our variable does not include  any ”buffer stock” . What we mean by
this is that empty dwellings are the most flexible part when the demand for
housing increases. Usually the stock starts to adjust after these vacant dwellings
have been taken into use. It is very likely that this makes our realised housing
demand series more volatile than the stock of housing (occupied + non-
occupied).

Note that our model first overestimates realised housing demand in late 1960s
and then all the years to late 1970s it underestimates it respectively. The first
phase was a period during which Finland experienced exceptionally fast
migration - from the country side to cities, especially to Helsinki Region, and also
to abroad to Sweden. The latter phase follows a boom which ended in the first oil
crisis as discussed in section 5. In some years real incomes decreased in Helsinki
and also growth of demographic demand slowed down. It is also an interesting
phenomenon that our model predicts a even stronger decrease in demand in early
90s when the Finnish economy went into a real deep recession. Reason for this is
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rapidly increased unemployment and decreased real incomes to which realized
demand did not fully adjust.
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7. Housing Demand Forecasts for the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area

In this section we use the results of the estimated time series housing demand
model to forecast the future development of housing demand in the Helsinki
Metropolitan Area. Our housing demand forecasts are based on two alternative
population forecasts made for the region by the City of Helsinki (1998). In the
following we first summarise the basic assumptions and elements of the
population forecasts, and then we present our housing demand forecasts.

Population Forecasts

The population forecasts for the Helsinki Region are based on a demographic
projection model and a regional migration model which are described in detail in
Laakso (1994). The starting point in the model is the present population of the
region. The population is predicted year by year according to sex and 1-year age
groups by a recursive procedure. All forecasts are based on assumptions
concerning the development of the economic activity and demand for labour in
the region relative to other regions, as well as fertility and mortality during the
forecasting period. The original geographical area used in the population forecast
model covers the whole Helsinki Region (the Metropolitan Area plus the outer
ring area) consisting of twelve municipalities and a population of 1 155 000
inhabitants in 1997. A special forecast restricted to the Helsinki Metropolitan
Area was constructed for this study.

The two population forecasts are based on different scenarios concerning the
economic development of the Helsinki Region. In the "fast growth" scenario it is
assumed that average annual growth rate of GDP in Finland is 3 %.  It is also
supposed that the Helsinki region remains as a competitive and attractive area
from the point of view of firms and inhabitants compared with other areas in
Finland and Northern Europe. Consequently, both the GDP growth rate and the
labour demand growth rate are assumed to be higher in the Helsinki Region than
in the rest of the country. This attracts migrants to the region from other parts of
the country as well as from abroad. In this scenario it is predicted that the
population of HMA grows by 140 000 inhabitants from year 1997 to 2015. The
main source of population increase is the migration surplus. The average annual
growth rate during the period is about 0.8 %.

In the "slow growth" scenario it is assumed that average annual growth rate of
GDP in Finland is 2 %. It is also assumed that the region's competitiveness and
attractiveness weakens from its present position compared with other areas in
Finland and Northern Europe. Consequently the GDP and the demand for labour
grow approximately at the same rate in the Helsinki Region as in the rest of the
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country. In this scenario the population of HMA grows by 90 000 inhabitants
from year 1997 to 2015. The main source of population increase is in this case the
natural increase (number of births minus deaths). The average annual growth rate
during the period is about 0.5 %. The two population forecasts based on the
above scenarios for the Helsinki Region as a whole are presented in figure 3 of
section 3.

Housing Demand Forecasts

Housing demand forecasts for HMA are based on the above two alternative
population forecasts which form the basis for the respective scenarios for the
demographic demand for housing services. In addition there are respective
”fast growth” and ”low growth” scenarios for real income development,
unemployment rate development and user cost development of housing which all
affect the future housing demand in the region.

First, the demographic housing demand factor is constructed using the detailed
age structure included in population forecasts for the years 1998-2015. This age
structure is transformed to demographic demand applying the estimated housing
demand quantities of section 4 (table 1) for each five-year age group. It must be
noted that by doing this we assume that the housing demand pattern remains
unchanged during the forecasting period.

The real income of the population is assumed to follow the GDP growth. In the
”fast growth” scenario it is assumed that real income per adult in HMA grows by
3 % annually. In the ”slow growth” alternative the real income growth is assumed
to be 2 % annually.

The development of the unemployment rate depends on the growth rate of jobs
and on migration and other factors affecting labour supply. In the ”fast growth”
scenario the unemployment rate decreases from 11 % gradually to 2 % during
1997-2015. In the ”slow growth” scenario the decrease is slower, from 11 to 5
percent.

User costs of housing are assumed to stay constant at the long run average level
during the whole forecasting period in both alternatives. In this connection we
point out that Finland has since the beginning of 1999 been a member of EMU,
i.e. monetary policy is conducted by the European Central Bank in Frankfurt.
Relative to former regulated interest rates which together with inflation led e.g. to
highly negative real interest rates, and after deregulation increased them to high
levels, we there are good reasons to assume the future to be less volatile in
Finland, as for real interest rates.
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In the above scenarios it is assumed that the future developments with respect to
demographics, income and employment are stable without typical annual
fluctuations. This can be considered as a rather unrealistic assumption. On the
contrary, fluctuations are a typical feature especially in housing markets. For this
reason we have included a third scenario ”fast growth with fluctuations” which
demonstrates the effect of stylised cyclical variations in economic development
on housing demand. In this scenario the average level of real income growth is
assumed the same, 3 % per annum, as in the ”fast growth” alternative, but the
annual change is assumed to vary cyclically between one and five percent. The
length of a full cycle is assumed to be eight years. These economic fluctuations
are assumed to affect migration via labour markets, as well. Consequently, there
are a respective cyclical variations in the demographic demand component and in
the unemployment rate. Instead, the user cost of housing is assumed to be
independent of these cyclical variations. It must be pointed out that the scenario
with cyclical variation is not meant to be a forecast of the future economic trends
in Finland, but rather a demonstration of the effects on typical fluctuations on
housing demand.

The realised growth of demographic housing demand (based on population
development and estimated age specific housing demand coefficients) in HMA in
years 1962-97 and the three scenarios for years 1998-2015 are presented in figure
10. It can be seen that the demographic demand has increased significantly in mid
1990s due to increased in-migration. In all the scenarios we expect that the
growth rate of the demographic demand for housing is going to slow down in the
future. There are two reasons. First, according to population forecasts the
migration surplus will shrink in the future compared with the level of mid 1990s.
Still, there is a significant difference in the speed of the development between the
”fast growth” and the ”slow growth” alternative. Second, the age structure of the
population will change as can be seen in figure 4 of section 3. The share of elder
age groups will increase at the cost of middle-aged and younger age groups.
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Figure 10: Realised demographic housing demand change in HMA in 1962-
97 and three forecasts for 1998-2015 (percentage change from
previous year)

The past development of real income of the adult population in years 1962-97
and the three income scenarios are presented in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Realised real income change of adult population in HMA in
1962-97 and three forecasts for 1998-2015 (percentage change
from previous year)

Three versions of housing demand forecasts based on above scenarios and
assumptions and on estimation results of section 6 (table 3) are presented if figure
12. The growth rate of housing demand was between 3 and 5½ percent during the
1960s and the first half of 1970s, and between 2 and 3 percent during the latter
half of 1970s and the 1980s. It fell below the level of two percent in the
beginning of 1990s staying there to the end of our actual time series.

As for the future, according to the ”fast growth” forecasting alternative (without
cyclical variation) the annual growth rate of housing demand will increase
slightly above the level of 2 percent during the last years of 1990s and the first
years of 2000s, but after some years the growth rate will gradually decrease
below 2 percent again. In the ”slow growth” alternative the trend is the same as in
the ”fast growth without fluctuations” but the growth rate is some ½ percent
lower approaching one percent level after the year 2010.

The ”fast growth” scenario with based on assumed cyclical pattern in housing
demand determinants produces housing demand cycles the bottoms of which
reach the slow growth path. The first two peaks are above two percent level, but
the last is clearly below this level of growth.
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The present volume (total floor space) of the housing stock in HMA is
approximately 35 millions square metersm2 (1997). This means that a 2 percent
annual growth in housing demand leads to an increase of about 0.7 million square
meters in the inhabited housing stock. This is somewhat below the average
annual growth during the last twenty years which was 0.75 million square meters.

Figure 12:  Realised total housing demand change in HMA in 1962-97 and
three forecasts for 1998-2015 (percentage change from previous
year)
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8. Concluding Remarks

This paper examines the role of demographic changes in the housing market of
the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA) in Finland. Our approach is based on the
model presented by Mankiw and Weil (1989) in their article "The Baby Boom,
the Baby Bust and the Housing Market". The empirical analysis proceeds in two
stages. In the first stage we estimate housing demand for each age group.
Following the approach of Mankiw and Weil the demand for housing by a
household is modelled as an additive function of housing demanded by individual
household members. The age specific demand parameters are estimated using a
sample based household level cross section data from HMA. According to the
results housing consumption in HMA increases almost monotonically with
respect to age up till the age 70-74 years. The age profile of housing consumption
differs significantly from those estimated from USA by Mankiw and Weil (1989)
and from Sweden by Heiborn (1994). In those countries the top of housing
consumption with respect to age is reached much earlier than in HMA.

In the second stage we construct an annual time series of housing consumption
for HMA covering the years 1962-97. Housing demand is defined as the
estimated total market value of the occupied housing stock in HMA. Aggregate
demographic housing demand is defined as the sum of estimated housing
demands of all age groups. It is calculated for each year using population
statistics by age groups and estimation results from our cross section analysis.
Using the time series data we estimate a housing price model in which the
dependent variable is real housing price index and the independent variables are
demographic demand, user costs of housing, real income and unemployment rate
in HMA. According to estimation results the increase in both demographic
demand and real income affect real housing prices positively while the increase in
user costs of housing and unemployment rate influence prices negatively, as
expected. In the housing demand model the total value of the occupied housing
stock (housing demand) is explained by demographic demand, real income, user
costs of housing and unemployment rate in HMA. Estimation results indicate that
an increase in demographic demand and real income both have positive effects on
housing demand while the effects of other variables are insignificant. One percent
increase in demographic demand leads to almost one percent growth in total
housing demand. The estimated income elasticity is quite low, about 0.1, which
means that one percent increase in real income leads only to 0.1 percent growth in
housing demand.

Our time series results are not straightforwardly comparable to those of MW or
other contributors using similar approach. The geographical area is different as
MW and other researchers study national developments, whereas we study one
metropolitan area. Our dependent variable in housing quantity and price
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equations as well as some independent variables are different from those used
elsewhere. Also the econometric approach differs in time series analysis.

The results of econometric analysis were next used to make housing demand
prognoses for the HMA. Here, we used two alternative population forecasts,
made by the City of Helsinki,  with their detailed age structure information to
derive housing demand estimates for 1997-2015. One is a fast economic growth
(3 % income growth per year) scenario and a respective big net migration to
HMA which increases its population with 140 000 by 2015. In the slow growth
(2 %) alternative population growth is 90 000 by 2015. In the fast growth case
unemployment decreases from 12 per cent gradually to 3 per cent during 1997-
2015, and in the slow growth case from 12 to 5 per cent. Estimated annual
housing demand growth decreases from 2.3 to 1.5 per cent during 1997-2015 in
the fast growth case, and from 2.2 to 1.2 per cent in the slow growth case,
respectively. We also present a modified fast growth alternative assuming
stylized cycles in real income level and unemployment, and migration as well.
This was done in order to get an idea of the quantitative importance of cycles
around a non-cyclical fast growth case, the average annual growth rates being the
same in both alternatives.
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Appendix:

DESCRIPTION OF TIME SERIES VARIABLES

Variable Definition

Total housing demand Estimated total market value of the occupied housing 
stock in the Helsinki Metropolitan Area (HMA).    
Market value were calculated by multiplying the total
occupied floor space by the average market price 
(FIM/m2) of free market dwellings in HMA in 1988 
(source: Statistics Finland). Total floor space of    
occupied housing stock for census years 1960, 1970, 
1980, 1985 and 1990 are based on census data 
(source: Statistics Finland). The years between 
census were estimated using annual statistics of 
housing construction and estimations of vacancy 
rates and demolition rates etc. of housing. From 1990 
on the total occupied floor space figures are based on 
annual housing stock statistics (source: Statistics 
Finland).

Housing price Annual housing price index from HMA. Based on 
transactions of privately owned free market dwellings 
in housing corporations (source: Statistics Finland). 
Nominal price index  was transformed to real price 
index using national consumer price index (source: 
Statistics Finland) as a deflator.

Demographic demand Constructed annually by combining the estimated
for housing cross section coefficients with time series of the age 

composition of the population as described in section 
5. The population data of the HMA were collected in 
5-years age groups at the end of each year from 
population statistics (source: the municipalities of 
HMA).
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Income Annual taxable gross income of the population 
(source: the City of Helsinki) divided by the number 
of adults (20 years or older) in the City of Helsinki. 
(Note: only the City of Helsinki, because this series 
were not available for the whole period from the       
entire HMA). Nominal income was transformed to 
real income using national consumer price index 
(source: Statistics Finland).     

Unemployment rate Annual average of the proportion of unemployed 
relative to the population belonging to labour force in 
the Helsinki region (source: Statistics Finland).     

User costs of housing Variable is constructed so that the following      
components are taken into account:

• interest costs after taxation

• depreciation

• capital gain

• yield of alternative investment.

For the detailed definition see Salo (1990). The source
of the series is Salo (1990) for the years 1961-88; 
from 1989 on the series were calculated by the authors
using data from Bank of Finland and Statistics     
Finland.
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